
The perfect liquidiser to get the most out of fruit and vegetables, 
maintaining all their properties, colour and flavour.

With a unique motor that achieves the proper balance between power 
and performance, Multifruit is as fast as it is silent. Convert your cafeteria 

or cocktail bar into an authentic Juice Bar.

The healthiest power



En

Maximum power
·Latest Brushless generation engine.
·Speed Control System: it maintains a constant speed 
providing more power when necessary.
·Speed selector: 2 speeds to adapt the power to the 
hardness of the fruit and vegetables.
Maximum performance with its 3500 rpm and 4500 rpm.
·Very silent (less than 70 dB) and stable, thanks to its 
Silent-Block antivibration system.

Maximum performance
·Position 0: permits saving energy, by putting the juicer 
on Stand-by whilst we are not using it.
·Ergonomic Pusher and a broad opening of up to 75 mm 
for all types of fruit and vegetables.
·Non-drip rotating tap and new removable tray, with 
optimised design, a cleaner way of collecting the drops.
·Filter-grating disc unit that can be removed without 
using tools, centre design for efficient centrifuge and 
filtering.
·Integrated large capacity waste bucket 13 L.
·Pulp-free high quality juice in 5 seconds.

Accessories

Technical Characteristics

Output 120 kg/h - 1.8 l/min  
264 ½ lb/hr - ½ gal/min

Speed 3500 / 4500 r.p.m.

Fruit size Less than 75 mm

Dimensions 29 x 50 x 51 cm 
11.4”x 19.7” x 20.1”

Waterproof specification IPX1

Net weight 15 kg ı 33 lb

Consumption 1.8 A

Voltage 220-240 V ı 50-60 Hz  
115 V ı 60 Hz

Power 870 W ı 1.17 HP

Security
Double microswitch on handle and 
container. Safety detection and 
thermal protection system

For more information about Multifruit visit our website www.zumex.com

Infinite autonomy
To continuously remove waste, 
making it easier to manage and 

operate.

Available in 5 colours

Countertop Kit

Black GraphiteCherry Silver White

High performance
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